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The invention of the steerable, gliding, ram-air parafoil enabled the possibility of precision, autonomous aerial

payload delivery. Research and development work on guided airdrop systems has focused primarily on evolutionary

improvements to the guidance algorithm, although the navigation and control algorithms have changed little since the

initial autonomous systemswere developed. Recent work has demonstrated the potential for dramatic improvements

in landing accuracy through the incorporation of canopy incidence variation to achieve glide slope control for

parafoils. The current work presents the development of a control law to implement glide slope control on an

autonomous airdrop system.Autonomous landingswith the control law in both simulation and flight test demonstrate

an improvement in landing accuracy by a factor of two, though the improvement can be even greater in especially

windy conditions. Finally, the ability to perform in-flight system identification to adapt internal control mappings to

match flight data and provide dramatic improvements in landing accuracy when there is a significant discrepancy

between the assumed and actual flight characteristics is demonstrated in both simulation and flight test.

Nomenclature

b = canopy span
c = chord
CL, CD = lift and drag coefficients
Cl,Cm,Cn = roll, pitch, and yaw moment coefficients
GS = glide slope
h = altitude above ground level
IB,JB,KB = unit vectors defining body fixed reference frame
IC,
JC,KC

= unit vectors defining canopy fixed reference frame

p, q, r = body frame roll, pitch and yaw rates
~u, ~v, ~w = components of velocity of canopy with respect

to air
V0 = forward component of airspeed
VG = ground speed
Vw = wind speed
x, y, z = inertial position in north, east, down and frames
_z = descent rate
α = angle of attack
β = sideslip
δ = control input
~δ = normalized control input
δA = asymmetric brake deflection
δB = symmetric brake deflection
δL = left brake deflection
δR = right brake deflection
δI = incidence angle control input
Γ = incidence angle
χ = azimuth angle
ψ = heading angle

I. Introduction

T HE use of parachutes to deliver cargo provides a unique
capability for the rapid deployment of very large payloads to

remote and inaccessible locations. Traditional airdrop systems are

based on round, unguided parachuteswhich slow the descent rate of a
payload by producing a large amount of drag. An alternative form of
airdrop to drag-based, round parachutes is a form of steerable, gliding
parachute invented by Domina Jalbert in the 1960s known as a
parafoil. The potential application of the parafoil for autonomous
guided cargo delivery was recognized immediately, and the first
autonomous flight tests were performed in 1966 by Knapp and
Barton [1]. Early autonomous systems made use of radio beacons for
guidance [1–5], but the advent of GPS finally provided the practical,
reliable, and accurate position feedback required to enable precision
autonomous airdrop. In the early 1990s, NASA and the United States
Army started programs to develop guided parafoil aircraft, and the
guidance, navigation, and control (GNC) software for both programs
was developed at the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc. [6–9].
The basic flight profile established during these programs is the
standard for all current guided parafoil algorithms [10–25]. There are
three basic phases to a guided airdrop flight: 1) go to the target,
2) loiter, and 3) execute a landing maneuver. Current autonomous
airdrop GNC algorithms typically take advantage of the loiter phase
to perform in-flight wind estimation. This wind estimate is then used
to plan the final landing maneuver. There is normally sufficient time
during loiter to obtain a very accuratewind estimate, so unless there is
some type of malfunction, all landing errors can be traced to some
source of uncertainty during the final landing approach. The primary
sources of uncertainty for an airdrop system are deviations from the
assumed wind profile and deviations from the assumed flight-
dynamicmodel. The current work seeks to improve parafoil accuracy
by addressing both of these sources of uncertainty by handling
deviations from the assumed wind with improved longitudinal
control authority and deviations from the assumed flight-dynamic
model with adaptive control strategies.
The control mechanisms used on autonomous parafoil systems

have not changed since the development of the first systems in the
1960s. The trailing edge of the canopy is deflected downward
asymmetrically to turn and symmetrically to change speed or to flare
while landing. Symmetric deflection of the trailing edge brakes
produces an increase in both lift and drag; this provides a reduction in
speed but little change in glide angle until stall. The limited
longitudinal control of current airdrop systems makes it difficult to
address the possibility of deviations from the assumed wind during
landing approach. Yakimenko et al. showed that deviations in the
wind below an altitude of 100 m can shift the landing point of their
system by over 100m off target [25]. The average accuracy of current
guided parafoils is somewhere between 75 and 100 m [26], and the
accuracy numbers for various systems in the same weight class are
often very similar because these systems have all converged to
essentially the sameGNC strategies. A point of diminishing returns is
being reached with the evolutionary updates to the current approach.
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The most direct way of introducing the potential for large gains in
accuracy potential is to increase control authority through the
addition of new control mechanisms. Slegers et al. demonstrated the
use of variable rigging geometry to obtain glide slope control of a
parafoil and payload system [27]. This novel control mechanismwas
explored in depth with a flight-test program examining the coupled
effect of incidence angle and trailing edge brake deflection on the
flight characteristics of canopies of two different aspect ratios by
Ward et al. [28]. Based on this understanding of incidence angle as a
control mechanism, the current work develops a glide slope control
algorithm to choose optimal incidence angle and brake deflection
inputs in response to variations in the wind. This is the first time a
control algorithm has been presented to control glide slope over
ground using incidence angle and brake deflection.
Model uncertainty can be addressed by identifying the needed

dynamic and control characteristics in-flight using a system
identification algorithm. The key quantities to estimate for an
autonomous airdrop system are the airspeed, descent rate, and the
lateral control response. Recently, the need for in-flight estimation of
these characteristics has been recognized and efforts to address this
are beginning to appear in the literature. Jann [20] and Carter et al.
[23] developed GNC algorithms with the ability to estimate airspeed
in-flight. Calise and Preston [29] developed an adaptive control
law for lateral control of a parafoil. A thorough examination was
performed of the benefits of estimating the system characteristics
in-flight with different levels of sensor error and turbulence was
performed by Ward et al. [30]. In the current work, a robust
methodology is developed to adapt the internal model of the flight-
dynamic characteristics to match these in-flight estimates.
The paper beginswith a summary of the flight-dynamic simulation

used to develop and test the autonomous precision landing algorithm.
The simulation is validated against flight test data. The basic
guidance, navigation and control algorithm used for autonomous
landings is then presented. The basic GNC algorithm is then
expanded with the development of a completely new and original
glide slope control algorithm which makes use of both symmetric
brake and incidence angle to control glide slope during final
approach. This control algorithm is tested extensively in simulation
and compared against the basic landing algorithm. The effectiveness
of the glide slope control method is also compared to the basic
algorithm in an extensive flight-test program performed with
atmospheric conditions varying from complete calm up to conditions
where the mean wind speed exceeded the air speed of the flight-test
vehicle and the updrafts were strong enough to produce significant
climb rates. To handle uncertainty in the internal model of the
system’s control response, a robust and efficient methodology is
developed for adapting the internal flight-dynamic model to in-flight
estimates of the key flight characteristics. Extensive simulation
results are presented demonstrating the ability of this method to
identify and compensate for large amounts of model uncertainty in a
wide variety of simulated atmospheric conditions. Finally, flight test
results demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of this adaptive
control technique in actual flight tests in windy and turbulent
conditions.

II. Simulation

Modern engineering of airdrop systems leans heavily on flight-
dynamic modeling and simulation to predict a multitude of drop
events virtually, so that GNC software can be developed and tested in
a cost efficient manner. There is a large body of work on different
methods of parafoil dynamic modeling. The simplest approach is to
model the entire parafoil and payload aircraft as a rigid body and
decouple the longitudinal and lateral dynamics to obtain a reduce
order model [31–33]. Although these reduced order models can
provide insight into a particular aspect of parafoil flight dynamics, it
is necessary to model the full set of rigid body states in order to
provide a realistic environment to test lateral and longitudinal
guidance and control algorithms [34,35]. In reality, the relative
motion between the payload and canopy can be significant, which
calls for additional degrees of freedom beyond the rigid body motion

[36–38]. Gorman and Slegers presented a comparison of the
dynamics of six, seven, eight and nine degree of freedom (DOF)
parafoil simulations [39]. They concluded that a seven DOF
simulation is required if any sensor information related to payload
orientation is used for control, however, a sixDOFmodel is sufficient
if the autonomous GNC algorithm uses only position and velocity
feedback. The only sensors used in the current work are a GPS
receiver and barometric altimeter, so the minimal order model which
captures the relevant dynamics is a six DOF model.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of a parafoil and payload system.With

the exception of movable parafoil brakes, the parafoil canopy is
considered to be a fixed shape. The canopy is allowed to rotate with
respect to the system through the incidence angle Γ. The combined
system of the parafoil canopy and the payload are modeled with a six
DOF, including three inertial position components of the total system
mass center as well as the three Euler orientation angles. The canopy
aerodynamic forces and moments are computed about the canopy
aerodynamic center (pointM in Fig. 1). The transformation from the
body frame (frame B in Fig. 1) to the canopy reference frame (frame
C in Fig. 1) is defined by a single axis rotation in pitch by the canopy
incidence angle.
The equations of motion for this six DOF parafoil and payload

representation have been derived previously [27,30,40], but the
aerodynamic model used to represent the canopy is altered slightly
for the current work. The aerodynamic forces and moments on the
canopy are computed at the aerodynamic center in the reference
frame attached to the canopy. The velocity components of the
canopy aerodynamic center, with respect to the air, are expressed
in the canopy reference frame and are denoted with tildes, ~u, ~v, ~w,
so that the airspeed, angle of attack, and angle of sideslip are
given by:

~V �
�����������������������������
~u2 � ~v2 � ~w2

p
; α � tan−1 ~w∕ ~u; β � sin−1 ~v∕ ~V

(1)

The aerodynamic forces on the canopy in the canopy reference frame
are computed as functions of these aerodynamic quantities

8
<

:

FX;canopy

FY;canopy

FZ;canopy

9
=

;
�

1

2
ρ ~V2S�Ta�

(
−CD

CYββ

−CL

)

(2)

whereTa is a y axis rotation by the angle of attack. The angle of attack
used to compute lift and drag forces is offset by a term proportional to
symmetric brake deflection:

α
0

� α� αδBδB (3)

The lift and drag coefficients depend on this modified angle of attack
and symmetric brake deflection:

Fig. 1 Parafoil and payload schematic.
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CD � CD0 � CD0δBδB� �CDα2 � CDα2δBδB�α
02 (4)

CL � CL0 � CL0δBδB� �CLα � CLαδBδB�α
0 � CLα3α

03 (5)

The aerodynamic moments are given by Eq. (6):
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(6)

The roll and pitch moment coefficients are dependent on the canopy
angular rates:

Cl �
b

2 ~V
�Clpp� Clrr� (7)

Cm �
c

2 ~V
Cmqq (8)

The yaw moment contains additional terms to model the effect of
asymmetric brake deflection. The sensitivity of the yaw moment to
differential brake input ismodified by the canopy incidence angle and
the canopy angle of attack:

Cn �
b

2 ~V
�Cnpp� Cnrr� � Cnββ� �CnA � CnAIδi � CnAαα

0�δA

(9)

The control actuators are modeled by filtering and rate limiting the
control commands:

_δactual � �δcommand − δactual�∕τδ j_δactualj ≤ _δmax (10)

The simulation model was generated to match flight test results for
the parafoil and payload aircraft used for autonomous flight testing.
The test vehicle is shown in-flight in Fig. 2. The test vehicle uses
high-torque servos with extended arms to actuate the trailing edge
brakes. The rear suspension line groups are attached directly to the
payload. The front suspension line groups are attached to a winch
servo which is used to provide incidence angle control. An electric
motor allows the system to climb under its own power to a simulated
release altitude, at which point the power to the motor is cut and the
system glides back down. Only the gliding portion of the flight is
modeled in simulation, so the ability of the payload to create thrust is
not part of the simulation model. The test vehicle uses an airborne
guidance unit (AGU) consisting of a GPS sensor, barometric
altimeter, and flight computer.
Themass and geometry parameters for the payload and canopy are

given in Table 1. The canopy is a rectangular planform, airdrop-style
parafoil with an aspect ratio of 2.35.

The aerodynamic parameters used tomodel the parafoil canopy are
given in Table 2.
The time constants and rate limits for the brake deflection actuators

are 0.1 s and 25 cm∕s, respectively. The time constant and rate limit
for the incidence angle actuation are 0.5 s and 4 deg ∕s, respectively.
Simulation results are compared to flight test for a step input in

incidence angle. The flight test results are derived from the onboard
GPS receiver and barometric altimeter. The control input is shown in
Fig. 3 and consists of pulling the nose of the canopy down 6 cm for a
duration of 12 s. The AGU records only control commands, so the
actual control deflections are estimated using the actuation models
described above.To put this in context, the canopy collapseswhen the
incidence angle is lowered beyond 12 deg. The airspeed and descent
rate response of the simulation model are compared to flight test data
in Fig. 3.
An especially important feature to capture in the simulation model

is the difference in turn rate response created as the canopy incidence
angle is changed. Figure. 4 shows the steady state turn rate vs
differential brake deflection of the simulation model compared to
simulation data at three different incidence angle settings.

Fig. 2 Self powered system in flight.

Table 2 Aerodynamic parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value

CL0 0.24 Cmq −2.5
CLα 2.14 CYβ 1.0
CLα3 −1.53 Cnβ 0.1
CD0 0.12 Clp −0.02
CDα2 0.33 Cnp 0.0
CL0δB 0.0 Clr 0.0
CLαδB 0.39 Cpr 1.85
CD0δB 0.043 Cnα −0.04-0.04
CDα2δB 2.06 Cnδα −0.01
α0δB 0.11 CnδI -0.017−0.017

Table 1 Mass and geometry parameters

Parameter Value Units

Total mass 2.2 kg
Span (b) 1.88 m
Chord (c) 0.8 m
Wing area 1.5 m2

IXX 1.68 kgm2

IYY 0.80 kgm2

IZZ 0.32 kgm2

IXZ 0.09 kgm2

A 0.05 kg
B 0.35 kg
C 1.85 kg
P 0.07 kgm2

Q 0.06 kgm2

R 0.05 kgm2
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III. GNC Algorithm for Autonomous Landing

This section describes the basic GNC algorithm used for
autonomous landings. The basic algorithm sharesmany features with
state-of-the-art guided parafoils discussed in the literature [10–25].

A. Guidance

The guidance algorithm splits the flight into four main phases:
initialization, loiter, final approach, and landing. A simple terminal
guidance algorithm for autonomous airdrop systems is an
implementation of the T approach [20].
This is an approach commonly used by human sky divers and

paragliders. The system loiters just downwind of the target by
performing a series of figure eight turns. The turns are always made

into the wind. This allows the system to enter the final approach
trajectory quickly in case conditions change rapidly. Figure 5 shows a
simulated flight trajectory starting near the end of the loitering
phase.

1. Initialization

The purpose of this phase is to provide reasonable initial state
estimates of wind and airspeed to the navigation algorithm. The
simplest way to obtain these estimates is to hold a constant
differential brake deflection long enough for the system to fly at least
one complete circle. The length of the initialization phase and initial
control setting are input as parameters to the GNC algorithm. This
phase is entirely open loop; homing to the target area is accomplished
using the loitering guidance logic.

2. Loiter

The loiter phase begins immediately after the initialization phase
and consists of figure eight turns performed just downwind of the
target. This is implemented by assigning homing targets at a specified
distance downwind and a specified distance perpendicular to a line
drawn straight downwind from the target.When the system reaches a
specified radius from the target, the target is switched to the other side
of the downwind line. The initial turn when the target is switched is
always into thewind, resulting in a figure eight pattern. In very windy
conditions it is desirable to prevent the system from flying too far
downwind. This is accomplished by tilting the loiter targets into the
wind so that the figure eight pattern begins close to the target
and slowly drifts downwind to obtain the desired offset for final
approach.
During loiter, the altitude required to reach the target from the

current location is computed constantly. (Note: heavily filtered state
estimates of airspeed, descent rate, andwind components are used for
guidance planning and are denoted with a subscript F, while
instantaneous state estimates are denoted with a subscript k. Also,
descent rate is constrained to a reasonable minimum value for all
guidance calculations.) The time remaining in the flight is:

T � hk∕_zF (11)

The effective distance from the target accounting for the wind is:

d �

������������������������������������������������������������������������
�xk � VWX;FT�

2 � �yk � VWY;FT�
2

q
(12)

The altitude required to cover this distance is determined from the
current estimate of the glide ratio. Some additional altitude is required
to make the turn to the target, which is assumed to occur at a constant
nominal turn rate. The sum of the altitude required to reach the target
is the sumof the altitude used to turn to the target and the altitude used
to glide to the target:

Tturn � jχ0 − atan 2�−yk;−xk�j_χnom (13)
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Fig. 3 Airspeed and descent rate response to incidence step.
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hreq � d
_zF
V0

� Tturn _zF (14)

The altitude margin is defined as the difference between the current
altitude and the altitude required to reach the target.When the altitude
margin falls below a specified value, the guidance algorithm switches
from the loiter phase to the approach phase.

3. Approach

A two stage final approach is used where the system first tracks an
offset target on its way to the desired impact point. This offset target is
placed downwind of the desired impact point and the altitude of this
offset target is set to lie just above the nominal glide path to the actual
impact point. While homing to the offset target, the system computes
the altitude margin for reaching the desired impact point. When the
altitudemargin for reaching the impact point reaches zero, the system
begins homing to the actual target. Figure 6 shows some example
approach trajectories demonstrating the logic of the two stage
approach.
If the system reaches the offset target with the correct amount of

altitude, it then flies to the actual target and lands into thewind. If the
system reaches the offset target with excess altitude, it loiters over
the offset target until the excess altitude is burned off. Finally, if the
system runs out of altitude margin on the way to the offset target, the
offset target is abandoned and the system flies straight at the desired
impact point. This allows the approach trajectory to adapt to changes
in the wind during final approach.

4. Landing

The goal of the landingmaneuver is tominimize the kinetic energy
of the system just prior to impact. This is accomplished by first
releasing the trailing edge brakes to zero deflection and setting the
incidence angle to the maximum nose-up setting (this is the setting
corresponding tominimum airspeedwith zero brakes), then applying
full symmetric brake at themaximum rate (flare). The initiation of the
brake release and the flare occur at specified altitudes.

B. Navigation

The term navigation is used here to refer to the task of estimating
the parafoil aircraft states from the available sensor data. Sensor data
is assumed to be a three-dimensional position and the three
components of inertial velocity obtained from a single, commercial
GPS receiver and a barometric altimeter. The barometric altimeter,
when well-calibrated, provides an improved estimate of altitude and
descent rate compared to the GPS receiver.
An extended Kalman filter [41] observer produces an estimate of

the wind vector and system heading angle from GPS data by solving
the vector diagram in Fig. 7. The ground track velocity vector is
measured with GPS. The resolution of this ground track vector into
the airspeed V0 and wind vector Vw is not unique. When performing
system identification offline, a series of vector diagrams at a variety of

heading angles are solved simultaneously to obtain unique airspeed
and wind estimates.
To ensure a stable, real-time wind vector estimate, the wind vector

is estimated gradually over a series of measurements and the airspeed
is not estimated as a state in the observer. A model to compute
airspeed as a function of the control inputs is either loaded into the
flight computer beforehand or estimated in-flight with the process
described in the next section. Note that solution of the vector diagram
does not directly yield an estimate of the parafoil heading angleψ , but
rather the azimuth angleχ0. The two are related by the sideslip angle
β, which is normally small for parafoil and payload aircraft.
Two implementations of extended Kalman filter observers for

wind and heading estimation of airdrop systems are given in [30], the
first using only GPS measurements and the second using both GPS
and a heading sensor. The navigation algorithm used throughout the
current work makes use of the GPS-only observer derived in [30].
The process noise variance for the wind estimates are set to
0.05 �m∕s�2, the process noise variance for the heading rate is set to
0.005 �rad∕s�2, and the measurement noise variance for the velocity
measurements is set to 4 �m∕s�2.

C. Control

Lateral control is provided by a model predictive controller
tracking a commanded heading angle. The controller uses an internal
model of the turn rate dynamics to determine an optimal set of control
inputs given a set of heading commands. The goal of the model
predictive controller is to determine a vector of control inputs thatwill
minimize the error between the predicted output vector and a
commanded output vector over a finite time horizon with a minimum
amount of control effort. The controller assumes the turn rate
response is related to the differential brake deflection by the first order
linear model specified by Eqs. (15–17), where τ is the turn rate time
constant, s is the control sensitivity, and Δt is the update interval for
the controller:
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Fig. 6 Two stage final approach examples.

Fig. 7 Decomposing measured velocity vector.
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xk�1 � Axk � Buk; yk � Cxk (15)

xk �

�
χk
_χk

�

; uk � δA; yk � χk (16)

A �

�
1 Δt

0 1 − Δt∕τ

�

; B �

�
0

sΔt∕τ

�

; C � � 1 0 �

(17)

The A, B, and C matrices describing the internal model are used to
generate a commanded brake differential δa, given a current state
estimate from navigation xk, and a vector of heading commands Yc,
from guidance

δA;C � k1�Yc − KCAxk� (18)

where the terms kI and KCA refer standard forms of the model
predictive controller gain matrices [27,42].
Parafoil and payload aircraft typically exhibit a random turn bias so

that zero differential brake input usually results in a nonzero turn rate.
The internal model used by the controller is used to estimate this bias
over time with a heavily damped filter:

δA;BIAS � δA;BIAS � KI�_χC − _χ�∕s (19)

This bias estimate is subtracted from the differential brake commands
from the model predictive controller:

δA � δA;C � δA;BIAS (20)

D. Example Simulated Flight

A simulated flight trajectory from an altitude of 250 m is shown
below. The average wind speed is 4 m∕s from the north and the

standard deviation of the vertical wind for the Dryden turbulence
model was set to 0.6 m∕s.

IV. Glide Slope Controller

Longitudinal control is obtained with a nonlinear proportional
control strategy based on the coupled use of canopy incidence angle
and trailing brake deflection to track a commanded glide slope over
ground. This is an entirely new concept for guided airdrop control and
is one of the primary contributions of this paper.

A. Controller Development

The glide slope control strategy is based on a nonlinear
proportional control law which can be divided into two parts,
1) generating a commanded glide slope based on the current state of
the parafoil aircraft and the environment, and 2) determining the
correct control input to achieve the commanded glide slope.
In discussing the formulation of the glide slope command logic, it

is helpful to consider a quantity called the glide path to target

GST � d∕z (21)

where d is the distance downwind from the target and z is the current
altitude above the target. The glide slope control strategy is to make a
straight line final approach to the target from directly downwind.
While on final approach, if the glide slope over ground of the parafoil
and payload aircraft is equal to the glide path to target, the aircraft will
intersect the target. If the glide path to target is steeper than the
minimum glide slope over ground of the parafoil, the system will fly
past the target, and if the glide path to target is shallower than the
maximum glide slope over ground of the parafoil, the system will
land short of the target. In thisway, theminimum andmaximumglide
slopes over ground define the boundaries of the region from which
the parafoil and payload aircraft will be able to reach the target. To
maximize the ability of the system to reject any disturbances during
final approach, the system should seek to maintain a nominal glide
path in the center of this region. A normalized glide path error is
defined as follows:

eGS �
GSnom − GST

�GSmax − GSmin�∕2
(22)

When the glide path error is 0, the system is on an intercept course
with the target on the nominal glide path, when the glide path error is
1, the system will hit the target with the controls set for minimum
glide slope over ground, and when the glide path error is −1 the
system will hit the target with the controls set for maximum glide
slope over ground. Tominimize control inputs near the nominal glide
path, the glide slope commands are made proportional to the square
of the glide path error. Finally, an additional parameter eSAT is used
define themagnitude of glide path error atwhich the controls saturate.
The parameter eSAT is set to a value less than one so that the controls
will saturate prior to the system reaching theminimum andmaximum
glide slope boundaries. The resulting glide slope command logic
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given in Eqs. (21–24) provides a simple method for choosing a
commanded glide slopeGSC based on the current glide path to target
and the range of glide slope over ground that the parafoil can achieve
in the current atmospheric conditions:

~eGS �

�
min�eGS∕eSAT;−1�; eGS < 0

max�eGS∕eSAT; 1�; eGS > 0
(23)

GSC �

�
GSnom�1 − ~e2GS� � ~e2GSGSmax; eGS < 0

GSnom�1 − ~e2GS� � ~e2GSGSmin; eGS > 0
(24)

An example of the glide slope commands generated with this method
is shown in Fig. 12. For this scenario, the minimum glide slope over
ground is set at 1, themaximum is set at 3, and the normalized error at
which the controls saturate, eSAT, is set at 0.5. The plot shows how the
commanded glide slope is generated to bring the system smoothly

onto an intercept course with the target on the nominal glide path. If
the system is outside the boundaries set by the eSAT parameter, the
maximum or minimum glide over ground is commanded to bring the
system back toward the nominal glide path, and if the system is
outside theminimum andmaximumglide slope boundaries it will not
be able to reach the target.
The second part of the glide slope control algorithm is the selection

of appropriate control inputs to achieve the commanded glide slope.
This is done by inverting the mapping of incidence angle and brake
deflection to glide slope over ground. For convenience and
computational efficiency, mappings of incidence angle and brake
deflection to horizontal airspeed and descent rate are stored as
polynomial functions of normalized brake and incidence angle
inputs:

VA � VA;0 � ∂VI
~δI � �∂VB � ∂VBI

~δI � ∂VBI2
~δ2I �~δB (25)
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_z � _z0 � ∂_zI ~δI � ∂ _zI2 ~δ
2
I � �∂_zB � ∂_zBI ~δI � ∂_zBI2 ~δ

2
I �~δB (26)

Brake deflection and incidence angle are normalized to span the
range −1 to 1. In practice, the limits of incidence angle are actually a
function of the level of brake deflection. The limit on incidence angle
is assumed to be linear function of brake input:

~δB � 2�δB − δB;MIN�∕�δB;MAX − δB;MIN� − 1 (27)

δI;MIN � δIMIN0 � δIMINBδB (28)

~δI � 2�δI − δI;MIN�∕�δI;MAX − δI;MIN� − 1 (29)

The speed over ground is determined by subtracting the wind speed
from the forward airspeed estimate, and the glide slope over ground
is determined as the ratio of the speed over ground to the descent
rate:

GS � �VA − VW�∕_z (30)

Sample mappings were created to fit the flight test data vehicle used
for autonomous landings. Themodels are compared to flight test data
in Fig. 13, and the coefficients for the polynomial models are listed in
Table 3.
Contours of constant glide slope over ground for these example

mappings are shown vs incidence angle and brake deflection for four
different wind levels in Fig. 14. These plots demonstrate how very
different the effect of the control inputs on glide slope over ground
can be in different wind conditions. As stated above, the effect of
incidence angle on glide slope over ground can be completely
opposite in different wind conditions. There is a complex interaction
between incidence angle and trailing edge brake in determining the
glide slope over ground in different wind conditions.
It is also clear from the plots in Fig. 14 that a wide range of control

inputs can produce the same glide slope over ground. The approach
taken here is to restrict the controls to lie on a line drawn on the glide
slope mapping from the maximum glide point to the minimum
glide point. This ensures that the full range of glide over ground is
achieved, and the problem of inverting the nonlinear mapping to
obtain the controls to achieve a given glide slope command is reduced
to a line-search problem. The attraction of this approach is the

simplicity of implementation and minimal computation time
required.
These lines of optimal control inputs are plotted on top of the glide

slope contours in Fig. 14. The line-search problem is solved with
successive three point quadratic approximations. In fact, because the
minimum and maximum glide slope configurations always lie on the
boundaries of the mapping, these quantities can be determined using
the same line search algorithm. Note from Fig. 14 that the control
combination for minimum glide slope is minimum incidence
angle and minimum brake deflection in no wind, but the control
combination for minimum glide slope changes to maximum
incidence angle and maximum brake deflection when the wind
increases to 2 m∕s. This could result in large oscillations in control
input if the estimated wind speed is near the boundary where this
switch occurs. To handle this, a hysteresis effect is imposed. If the
wind estimate crosses this boundary, the control combinations
corresponding to minimum glide slope are not updated immediately.
Thewind estimate must remain on one side of the boundary for more
than 5 s prior to the control combination corresponding to minimum
glide slope is updated.
Also note from Fig. 14 that the minimum glide slope in a 6 m∕s

wind is actually negative. A negative glide slope implies that thewind
speed is greater than the airspeed, so the system will actually be
traveling backward over ground when flying into the wind. The
nominal airspeed of the system used here is 6.5 m∕s. This can be
increased to 9 m∕s with the zero brake deflection and the incidence
angle set to the maximum nose-down position, and the airspeed can
be decreased to 5 m∕s by applying full brakewith the incidence angle
in the maximum nose-up position. This allows the system to
transition from positive to negative glide slopes in wind speeds
exceeding 5 m∕s. The GNC algorithms make no assumptions about
the relative magnitude of the airspeed and wind speed, so no
modifications are required to handle the case when the wind speed
exceeds the airspeed.

B. Simulation of Controller on Final Approach

Simulation results of an example final approach from an altitude of
100 m are shown in Fig. 15. Two cases are shown; the first case uses
the glide slope controller described above, and the second case has
the controls fixed. Theminimum,maximum, and nominal glide slope
lines shown in Fig. 15 were determined based on the average winds
during the final approach. The wind profiles used for the example
approach are shown in Fig. 16. The average wind is 5 m∕s and the
standard deviation of the vertical wind component used for the
Dryden turbulencemodel is 0.8 m∕s. Note that this is a differentwind
profile from the one used for the autonomous landing simulation
shown in Fig. 8. Initially, the system is nearly on the nominal glide
path with the controls centered. Once the altitude drops below
approximately 40 m, the head wind weakens and, to make matters
worse, a positive vertical wind component picks up. As shown by the
controls-fixed flight path, this combination of changes in the wind
would normally cause the system to overshoot by nearly 40 m. As
shown in Fig. 17, the glide slope controller reacts to this change in the
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Table 3 Airspeed and descent rate model

parameters

Parameter Value, m∕s Parameter Value, m∕s

V0 6.5 _z0 2.33
∂VI −1 ∂_zI −0.72
∂VB −0.536 ∂_zI2 0.25
∂VBI −0.138 ∂_zB −0.132
∂VBI2 −0.059 ∂_zBI 0.117

∂_zBI2 −0.033
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wind by quickly applying a large amount of trailing edge brake and
increasing the incidence angle to the maximum setting. This causes a
large reduction in forward flight speed and a significant reduction in
the glide slope over ground, allowing the system to stay on the
nominal glide path to the target.

V. In-flight System Identification

The strategy used for implementing adaptive control in the present
work is based on in-flight system identification. Periodically during

the flight, an open-loop maneuver is performed, flight characteristics
are identified from the observed response during the maneuver, the
quality of the identified characteristics is evaluated, and if estimates
meet the quality criteria, the control laws are updated with the new
information. This is quite different from the typical adaptive control
law where the control gains are updated continuously. The primary
benefit of the approach proposed here is the ability to robustly extract
accurate information about the flight characteristics using a minimal
amount of low quality sensor information in spite of very large and
frequent disturbances from atmospheric turbulence.
System identification relies on state estimates that are degraded by

atmospheric turbulence and sensor errors. The traditional scenario
when system identification is performed on the ground takes
advantage of the ability to estimate parameters over multiple
maneuvers andmultiple flights so that the effects of sensor errors and
turbulence are averaged out. A study of the benefits of in-flight
system identification [30] showed that it is always beneficial to
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estimate steady state quantities in-flight with reasonable levels of
model uncertainty, sensor noise, and wind because the estimation is
performed by averaging over a series of measurements. On the other
hand, transient characteristics, estimated in-flight over small
windows of data duringmaneuvers aremuchmore sensitive to sensor
noise and turbulence, and the results show that it is not always
beneficial to estimate these transient characteristics in-flight. In other
words, for transient characteristics, the degradation in the quality of
in-flight estimates from sensor noise and turbulence is comparable to
the degradation in the quality of fixed estimates from model
uncertainty. It is important to note that this result is dependent on the
nature of the air vehicle. Airdrop systems typically have very benign
flight dynamics, so precise control of the transient response is not
required. For a vehicle with very lightly damped or unstable flight
dynamics, precise transient control and, hence, accurate knowledge
of the transient characteristics would be critical.
In-flight system identification is integrated into the loiter phase of

the autonomous flight. The loiter phase consists of a series of figure
eight turns created by tracking alternating loiter targets. Each time a
loiter target is reached, a turn toward the next target is initiated.
Reliable estimates of steady state characteristics are obtained by
holding a gentle turn with constant control deflection, so this turning
phase after a loiter target is reached is a convenient time to estimate
steady state flight characteristics. Normally, the system turns until it is
facing the next target and then begins homing to it, but while
estimating quantities in-flight, the constant control segment is held
until a criterion for a valid airspeed estimate (described below) ismet.
Pairs of left and right turning segments are completed at various
incidence angle and brake levels to build an internal mapping of the
controls to airspeed, descent rate, and turn rate. A long loiter phase
allows a greater opportunity to update the internalmodel. Conversely,
if there is little or no time for loiter, then the internal model is not
updated in-flight.
The first step in the system identification process is wind

estimation. The same method used to estimate wind and airspeed
developed specifically for offline system identification for parafoil
and payload aircraft [40] is used for the in-flight system identification
of the steady state flight characteristics. An upper bound on the
airspeed estimation error for a segment of circling flightwith constant
control deflection was derived as the following

σ�V̂0�

σ�VG�
<

1

sin �δ∕4�2
; δ � min�jΔψ j; 2π� (31)

where σ�V̂0� is the upper bound on the standard deviation of the

airspeed estimation error, σ�VG� is the standard deviation of the
measured ground speed when flying in a straight line (note that this
term is meant to account for both disturbances from turbulence and
measurement noise), and jΔψ j is the net change in heading angle
spanned by the flight segment. The right hand side of Eq. (28)
provides a convenient metric for evaluating the quality of an airspeed
estimate obtained in-flight. If the result is one, it indicates the system
has completed at least one complete circle. This should always be true
for the initialization phase of the autonomous flight. When
performing a series of estimates during the loiter phase of the flight,
the result from Eq. (28) is evaluated at each time step while recording
data for a constant control segment. When the value falls below a
threshold, it indicates that a valid airspeed estimate has been
obtained, the constant control segment is ended, and the system
returns to the normal loiter routine.
The remaining flight characteristics of interest are the descent rate

and the heading rate. The descent rate can simply be averaged over
the constant control segment and the standard deviation of the descent
rate can be used as ametric to evaluate the quality of the estimate from
a particular flight segment. One method for estimating the heading
rate is to use thewind vector obtained from the linear regression to go
back and solve the vector diagram in Fig. 7 for every measurement of
the constant control segment. This provides a series of heading angles
which can then be differentiated to obtain heading rate. An alternative
way to obtain heading rate is based on convenient approximation
derived by Calise and Preston [43],

_ψ ≈ _χVG∕V0 (32)

which allows heading rate to be determined from the ground speed,
course rate (which can be obtained by differentiating the GPS ground
course), and airspeed. Because the airspeed is a constant during the
flight segment, the numerator in the heading angle approximation can
be obtained at each measurement update and the airspeed can be
divided out at the end of the flight segment. This approximation
allows an efficient computation of the average heading rate over the
constant control segment. Although this approximation can produce
significant errors for an instantaneous estimate, the error when using
this approximation to obtain an average heading rate over a large
number of measurements with significant heading variation is quite
small. In simulation, heading rates obtained with this approximation
agreed with the heading rates calculated with the exact method
described above to within 1%. The quality of a heading rate estimate
is evaluated based on the standard deviation in heading rate over the
flight segment.
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VI. Performance of Adaptive Glide Slope Control

All autonomous landing results are based around the flight-test
vehicle shown in Fig. 2. The vehicle is a hand-launched, all electric
powered parafoil. The use of a self-powered payload allows very
rapid flight testing without the need for a drop plane and parachute
packing in between flights. The canopy used is a miniature airdrop
style canopy which shares many design features with the canopies
used on full-scale systems. The typical flight profile begins with a
rapid climbunder power usingmanual control. At this point, power to
the motor is shut off and the system enters gliding flight. Control of
the payload is handed off to the autonomous GNC algorithm running
on the onboard pilot, and the system is allowed to fly itself all theway
to the ground. The flight log is downloaded from the autopilot after
each flight. Results from a total of 51 autonomous flights are
presented.

A. Performance of Glide Slope Control in Simulation

Predicted landing accuracy for the baseline case of autonomous
landing using only lateral control is shown in Fig. 18 for different
wind speeds and levels of turbulence. The turbulence level is the
standard deviation of thevertical wind component used in theDryden
gust model. This plot was generated by running 50 autonomous
landing simulations with averagewind speeds of 0, 2, 4, 5, and 6 m∕s
at turbulence levels of 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 m∕s for a total of
1500 simulated landings. In general, increasing the level of
turbulence increases the average miss distance. This is the expected
trend for any autonomous airdrop landing algorithm. The plot shows
that when using only lateral control, the landing accuracy becomes
extremely sensitive to turbulence at highwind speeds. This is because
thewind speed is approaching the nominal forward airspeed of 6 m∕s
for this particular system. A strong wind gust when the averagewind
is near the forward airspeed can push the system downwind of the
target. If the gust persists, there is no way for the system to make
progress upwind toward the target. Another interesting trend in this
plot is the increase in average miss distance when the wind speed is
near 2 m∕s in turbulent conditions. The reason for this increase has to
do with changes in the wind direction. In strong winds, even strong
wind gusts will not produce dramatic changes in the wind direction.
However, in light winds, even a small wind gust can result in a large
change in the wind direction. The result is that in light, gusty
conditions, it is not uncommon for the system to set up on final
approach into the current wind direction, only to have the wind shift
dramatically so that the system is landing across the wind or even
downwind. As the mean wind speed increases, this occurs less
frequently, and the system is almost always facing into the wind
during the entire approach.
Figure 19 shows the simulated landing accuracy for autonomous

landings with the glide slope controller. The same set of mean wind
and turbulence combinations described above were run for a total of

1500 simulated landings. The average miss distance is significantly
lower in most combinations of wind and turbulence. In zero wind
with no turbulence, the average miss distances are essentially the
same because there are no disturbances for the glide slope controller
to correct. Although increasing turbulence does tend to increase the
average miss distance, increasing the average wind speed actually
tends to decrease the average miss distance in all but the most
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turbulent cases. This is because the control authority of the glide slope
controller is increased in windy conditions due primarily to the
increasing effect of trailing edge brakes on glide slope over ground as
the wind speed increases.
Figure 20 shows the landing accuracy using the basic control

algorithm compared to landing with glide slope control at different
average wind levels. Two cases with glide slope control are shown,
the first using incidence angle and brake deflection, the second using
only brake deflection. The turbulence level for this plot was set at
0.6 m∕s. In light winds the addition of brake deflection provides no
improvement, although glide slope control with incidence angle and
brake deflection provides a 30% improvement in landing accuracy.
As the average wind increases to 5 m∕s, the glide slope controller

with incidence angle and brake improves landing accuracy by a factor
of two, and as the wind increase to 6 m∕s, the glide slope controller
with incidence angle and brake improves accuracy by a factor of
three. In moderate wind conditions, the glide slope controller using
only brake deflection provides nearly the same performance as the
combined incidence angle and brake controller. This is a result of the
inverse relationship between aerodynamic glide ratio and airspeed
when using incidence angle. In very high winds, the addition of
incidence angle begins to again provide some additional benefit
compared to the brake only control due to the ability of incidence
angle to provide large increases in airspeed. The important thing to
take away from these plots is that the performance of any autonomous
landing algorithm can be heavily dependent on the averagewind and
especially the level of turbulence. In calm conditions there is little
improvement in landing accuracy when using glide slope control
because there is essentially nothing for the controller to do. It is in
windy conditions when the addition of glide control begins to
produce dramatic effects due largely to the wide range of forward
airspeed that can be achieved by varying incidence angle in concert
with the trailing edge brakes.
Figure 21 compares the simulated landing dispersion of the basic

and glide slope control algorithms with a turbulence level of 0.6 m∕s
and an average wind speed of 6 m∕s. Positive downrange indicates
downwind, so thewind is blowing from the bottom of these plots and
the system is approaching the target from positive downrange. Two
circles are drawn around the target, the solid circle has a radius equal
to the averagemiss distance and the dashed circle has a radius equal to
the median miss distance. The mean and median miss distances for
the basic control algorithm are very different due to the very large
miss distances when the system is blown downwind. By comparison,
the glide slope control algorithm is able to prevent exceedingly large
miss distances in the same condition due to the ability to change
airspeed to counter the strong, varying winds.

B. Performance of Glide Slope Control in Flight Test

The basic control algorithm and the glide slope control algorithm
were tested in a series of autonomous flight tests. A total of 22 flights
were performed with the basic control algorithm and 20 flights were
performed with the glide slope control algorithm. The control
algorithmwas switched between basic control and glide slope control
between each flight to ensure that the testing for the two control
algorithms took place in similar weather conditions. The landing

dispersions for each control algorithm are shown in Fig. 22. Note: all
reported impact points are determined from the onboard GPS
position reading at the instant the system touches down. The miss
distances are plotted vs average wind speed in Fig. 23 with the
average miss distances from simulation plotted as solid lines. The
median miss distance, often referred to in the airdrop community as
the circular error probable, and mean miss distance predictions from
simulation are compared with statistics computed from the flight test
data in Table 4. The flight test results agree quitewell with simulation.
The landings with glide slope control are generally closer to the
target. Furthermore, at high wind speeds there is a rapid increase in
miss distance with the basic control algorithm, although no such
increase occurs with the glide slope control algorithm.
The excellent agreement between the accuracy predictions from

simulation and the actual landing accuracy observed in flight test
means that a high degree of confidence can be placed in trends in
landing accuracy predicted with the simulation model. This allows a
number of interesting trade studies to be run very quickly which
would otherwise entail weeks of flight testing.

C. Performance of Adaptive Glide Slope Control in Simulation and

Flight Test

One of the primary difficulties of in-flight estimation of parafoil
flight characteristics is the sensitivity to turbulence. A simulation
study was performed to determine the influence of the turbulence
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Fig. 22 Landing dispersions from autonomous flight tests.
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Fig. 23 Comparing flight test results of landing accuracy vs wind speed

with and without glide slope control.

Table 4 Simulated and actual landing accuracy statistics

Simulation Flight test

CEP, m Mean miss, m CEP, m Mean miss, m

Basic control 19.1 s 27.2 20.1 26.2
Glide slope 12.3 15.5 10.9 14.7
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level on the error in the in-flight estimates of three flight
characteristics of interest, horizontal airspeed, descent rate, and
heading rate. Fifty cases were run with an averagewind of 3 m∕s and
turbulence levels of 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 m∕s, for a total of 300
cases. The airspeed, descent rate, and heading rate values were
compared to the known values from the simulation model. The
average errors in each estimated quantity are plotted against the
turbulence level in Fig. 24. It is clear that reliable estimation of
descent rate is extremely difficult to obtain in-flight. Horizontal
airspeed and heading rate, on the other hand, can be estimated very
reliably in-flight even invery turbulent conditions. The reason for this
is that the horizontal winds can be exposed by maintaining a gentle

turn, allowing the airspeed to be distinguished from the wind vector,
and heading rate can only by perturbed temporarily as the wind is
changing in magnitude. In contrast, large slowly varying
disturbances to descent rate can be caused by the vertical wind
component, and there is no way to distinguish the wind component
from the aerodynamic descent rate when only a measurement of the
absolute descent rate is available.
Although it is not possible to separate the vertical wind component

from the aerodynamic descent rate, it is possible to observe the
presence of a significant vertical wind component. During the
constant control segments used to produce the airspeed, descent rate,
and heading rate estimates, any variation in descent rate from the
mean value can only result from a vertical wind component. This
means that while the average descent rate over a constant control
segment contains contributions from both the vertical wind and the
aerodynamic descent rate, the standard deviation of the descent rate
over the segment contains only contributions from the vertical wind.
A strong correlation was found between the average in-flight
estimation error of descent rate and the confidence interval in descent
rate over the segment, where the confidence interval is approximated
as twice the standard deviation over the square root of the number
measurement sample. The strong correlation between the two
quantities means that a reliable prediction of the quality of a descent
rate measurement obtained in-flight can be obtained based on the
computed standard deviation. For the remaining simulation results, a
threshold of 0.155 m∕s is set for the confidence interval on standard
deviation, which corresponds to an average estimation error of 10%.
If the confidence interval on the descent rate during a constant control
segment exceeds this threshold, the descent rate data obtained for this
segment is discarded.
Six flights were conducted with the adaptive glide slope control

algorithm with an average miss distance of 15 m. Conditions were
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Fig. 24 In-flight estimation error vs turbulence level.
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significantly more turbulent on this testing day compared to the
flights shown in Fig. 22. Three flights performed with the
nonadaptive glide slope control algorithm on the same, turbulent day
as the adaptive algorithm had miss distances of 36, 34, and 8 m. The
concern with using an adaptive algorithm is that in turbulent
conditions, the in-flight estimates may be very poor, and if the
adaptive algorithm is not sufficiently robust, landing results could
actually be worse with the adaptive algorithm. Although these six
adaptive flights are insufficient to compute statistically relevant
landing accuracy numbers, it is clear from the excellent landing
accuracy obtained in turbulent conditions that the adaptive control
algorithm works properly in real flight conditions.
The heading rate, airspeed, and descent rate estimates from one of

the adaptive flights are shown in Fig. 25. The steady state estimates
obtained from the in-flight system identification algorithm for each
segment of constant control are plotted on top of the real-time
estimates from the navigation algorithm. The large variation in
descent rate during the constant control segments apparent in Fig. 25
are evidence of the turbulent atmospheric conditions. There are six
segments in total, each consisting of a left and right turn at a specified
combination of incidence angle brake deflection. The steady state
estimates for each segment are given in Table 5. The airspeed
confidence is computed based on Eq. (28), while the descent rate and
turn rate confidence values are twice the standard deviation over the
square root of the number of measurements.
The airspeed confidence level is 1 for the initialization segment

because this segment covers more than a complete circle, and the
confidence level 1.5 for remaining segments because this was the
threshold used to define the minimum length of each segment.
The descent rate confidence interval threshold was set to 0.65 m∕s
for the flight tests, so the descent rate estimates for segments three,
five and six are considered invalid.
Figure 26 shows how the internal models of turn rate, airspeed

and descent rate are updated from the initial guesses to match the
estimates obtained in-flight. The updated models demonstrate the
successful adaptation of the internal flight-dynamic model to match
in-flight observations in actual, turbulent flight conditions.
To explore the benefits of in-flight system identification a series of

autonomous landing simulations were performed with different
levels of model uncertainty and different levels of adaptation. All of
the flights included the six segment in-flight system identification
and mapping update procedure used for the flight tests described
above. Tomodel uncertainty in a reliable and easily quantifiableway,
perturbations are made to the internal model used by the autonomous

landing algorithm rather than the parafoil simulation. Perturbations
were made to the internal airspeed, descent rate, turn rate, and turn
bias models. The perturbations to airspeed, descent rate, and turn rate
are made as scalers, while the turn bias perturbations are absolute
values. The forms of the perturbations are given in Eq. (30), where the
perturbations are labeled p, the subscript INT indicates the baseline
internal model, and the subscript GNC indicates the perturbed value
used by the GNC algorithm:

VA � p0;VV0 � pI;V∂VI
~δI � �pB;V∂VB � ∂VBI

~δI

� ∂VBI2
~δ2I �~δB (33)

_z � p0;Z _z0 � pI;Z∂_zI ~δI � ∂ _zI2 ~δ
2
I � �pB;Z∂ _zB � ∂_zBI ~δI

� ∂_zBI2 ~δ
2
I �~δB (34)

∂_χ

∂δAGNC
�

∂_χ

∂δAINT
�p0;TR � pI;TR ~δI � pB;TR ~δB� (35)

δA;BIAS;GNC � p0;DAB � pI;DAB ~δI � pB;DAB ~δB� (36)

The ranges of the perturbations are given in Table 6. The range for
the bias term is normalized by the maximum differential brake
deflection, so all the ranges are nondimensional. The ranges were
chosen to represent a typical level of uncertainty when flying a
parafoil and payload aircraft for the first time. A model uncertainty
of zero corresponds to no perturbation of the internal model, while
a model uncertainty of one indicates that the majority of the
perturbations will be at the maximum values. This is done by
selecting the perturbations randomly from bounded normal
distribution scaled according to achieve the desired uncertainty level.
Fifty simulated landings were performed at model uncertainty

levels of 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0. The mean wind was set to 3 m∕s
and the turbulence level set to 0.5 m∕s for all cases. The set of
simulations was repeated for a basic case using glide slope control
with no adaptation of the internal model. In the second case, the
internal model of turn rate and control bias was adjusted to match in-
flight measurements. In the third case, the internal turn rate and
horizontal airspeed models were adjusted to match flight data.
Finally, for the fourth case, all of the internal models were adjusted
based on flight test data. The average landing accuracy vs model
uncertainty for each case is shown in Fig. 29.
For the first case with no adaptation of the in-flight model, the

average miss distance is increased dramatically as model uncertainty
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Fig. 26 Initial and updated turn rate model compared to flight data.

Table 5 In-flight airspeed, descent, and turn rate estimates

Incidence,
deg

Brake deflection,
cm

Airspeed,
m∕s

Descent rate,
m∕s

Turn rate,
rad∕s

Airspeed
confidence

Descent rate confidence,
m∕s

Turn rate confidence,
rad∕s

0 8 5.64 1.87 −0.44 1 0.061 0.013
0 8 5.60 1.79 0.37 1.5 0.049 0.024
0 0 6.29 1.87 −0.36 1.5 0.067 0.024
0 0 5.91 2.06 0.36 1.5 0.043 0.023
−6 8 6.48 2.97 −0.37 1.5 0.189 0.026
−6 8 6.67 3.58 0.41 1.5 0.104 0.031
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is increased. The landing accuracywith nomodel uncertainty is 13m,
while the average landing accuracy with the model uncertainty at the
maximum level is 50 m, an increase of a factor of four. This is to be
expected because the internal model is diverging from the actual
flight characteristics of the system. For the second case, with the turn
rate and control bias models adjusted tomatch in-flight estimates, the
landing accuracy is somewhat improved. The average landing
accuracy at the maximum level of model uncertainty in this case is
reduced to 40 m, a 20% improvement over the case with no
adaptation. When both turn rate characteristics and airspeed model
are adapted to match in-flight estimates, the landing error is reduced
dramatically. For model errors up to 25% there is essentially no
degradation in landing accuracy, and with model errors at maximum
the landing error has only risen to 20 m. For the final case, where the
internal turn rate, airspeed, and descent rate models are all set to
match flight test data, there is no improvement in landing accuracy
compared to the case where descent rate is not estimated in-flight. In
fact, with low levels of model uncertainty, the landing accuracy is
actually slightly degraded when the descent rate is estimated
in-flight. This indicates that descent rate estimates corrupted by
vertical wind were still used to update the internal model, despite the
threshold placed on standard deviation. This means that the descent
rate of a parafoil and payload system can only be reliably estimated in
very calm conditions.
To summarize, in-flight estimation of the turn rate and airspeed

characteristics of a parafoil and payload aircraft can be reliably
estimated in-flight with only GPS and a barometric altimeter during
the descent to target. The use of these in-flight estimates to update the
internal turn rate and airspeed models used for GNC calculations
can dramatically increase the landing accuracy in situations where
there is a significant amount of uncertainty in the aircraft flight
characteristics.

VII. Conclusions

Although all of the simulation and flight test results presented
focus on small systems constructed solely for research purposes, all
of the findings presented here are applicable to full scale airdrop
systems. The guidance, navigation and control algorithms are all
based solely on position and velocity feedback already available on
all modern guided airdrop systems. Although incidence angle control
is not a typical feature of current systems, the promising results
presented here suggest that it is worth considering this extra control
channel for full-size systems in the future. The extra servo motor
required for incidence angle control channel should not be a
significant addition in cost or complexity to standard full-size
systems. Even without incidence angle control, the in-flight system
identification procedure would be simple to implement on current
systems and the glide slope control algorithm presented here was
shown to be very effective in providing glide slope control in windy
conditions using only symmetric trailing edge brake deflection.
These modifications could provide a significant improvement in the
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Fig. 27 Initial and updated airspeed model compared to flight data.
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Fig. 28 Initial and updated descent rate model compared to flight data.

Table 6 Ranges of model perturbations

V _z TR δaBIAS

p0 (0.5,1.5) (0.5,1.5) (0.5,1.5) (−.3,.3)
pB (0,2) (0,2) (−0.5; 0.5) (−.3,.3)
pI (0,2) (0,2) (−0.5; 0.5) (−.3,.3)
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increasing levels of in-flight system identification.
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performance of current guided systems with only relatively simple
modifications to flight software.
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